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On the covering relation in the Bruhat order
(Hiroyuki Tagawa)
Coxeter $(W, S)$ $x,$ $w$ Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial
$P_{\varpi,w}\in Z[q]$ (cf. Def.9) Schubert varieties
1987 M. Dyer $w\in W$ $P_{\epsilon,w}$ $q$ $c^{-}(w)-g(w)$
( $c^{-}(w):=\#$ {$y\in W;w$ covers $y$ in the Bruhat order},
$g(w):=\#\{\epsilon\in S;\epsilon\leq Bw\}$ $g$ $\leq B$ Bruhat order ) $W$
finite $Wey|$ group $x\leq By\leq B^{Z}$ $x,$ $y,$ $z\in W$ $P_{x,z}-P_{y,z}$
$(cf.[I|)$ finite
$Wey|$ group Kazhdan-Lusztig poIynomial $q$ $c^{-}(w)-g(w)$
$W$ $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ $c^{-}(w)-g(w)$ $[n^{2}/4]-n+1$
$\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ ( poset
)
$in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ poset P
Definition 1. $n$ ‘ $[n]$ $:=\{1,2, \cdots n\}$ $x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ poset
$(P_{x}, \leq p_{l})$
$P_{\omega}=\{i;i\sim\in[n]\}$ as a set, $\sim i\leq p.j\sim\Leftrightarrow i\geq jp_{a}\cdot ox(i)\leq x(j)$ .
ExampIe 2. $x=(\begin{array}{lll}12 s 4581524 \end{array})\in \mathfrak{S}_{5}$ - Y $(P_{l}, \leq P,)$ Hasse diagram
1 3
$\vee^{/}2\backslash _{4}/\sim\backslash _{5}\sim$
Remark. (i). $n\leq 5$ $n$ poset $P$ $P_{x}\simeq P$ $x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$
( $P\simeq Q$ $P$ $Q$ $f$
: $x\leq Py\Leftrightarrow f(x)\leq Qf(y))_{\text{ }}$
(il). $n\geq 6$ $P$ $\simeq B_{8}$ (boolea n)
$x\in \mathfrak{S}_{8}$
(iii). $x,$ $y\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ ‘ $P_{u}=P_{y}$ $x=y$
Defnition 3. poset $P$ $x,$ $y$ $y$ $x$ cover $(|.e$ . $x<pz\leq py$
$z=y)$ $x<Py$
$x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$




$G(x):=$ { $s\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ ; $s\leq Bx$ and $t(s)=1$ },
$g(x)$ $;=\# G(x)$
( $\leq B$ (strong) Bruhat order $\ell$ length function $(cf.[Hu|)$ )
poset $P$
$h(P)$ $:=\#\{(x, y)\in P^{2}; y<Px\}$
(i.e. $h(P)$ $P$ Hasse diagram edge ),
comp$(P):= \max\{k;\exists P_{1},$ $P_{2},$ $\cdots$ ) $P_{h}$ non empty subposet of $P$
such that $P=P_{1}+P_{2}+\cdots+P_{h}$ }
(i.e. comp$(P)$ $P$ Hasse diagram )
$P\cap Q=\emptyset$ poset $P,$ $Q$ $P+Q$ poset
$P+Q:=P\cup Q$ as a set, $x\leq P+Qy\Leftrightarrow(|)x,$ $y\in P$ $x\leq Py$ or (ii) $x,$ $y\in Q$
$x\leq Qy$ .
comp$(P)=1$ \supset $P$ connected (poset)
Proposition 4- $x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$
(i) $c^{-}(x)=h(P_{\text{ }})$ ,
(1i) $g(x)=n- comp(P_{x})$
Proof of $p_{r5p.4-(I)}^{\sim\hat{\sim}’}$ .





( $i$ , $i$ $i$ 2
$Bruhat\overline{/}$ order $\leq P$.
$(i, j)\in C(\sim)$
$\Leftrightarrow i<j,$ $x(i, j)<B$ $
$\Leftrightarrow i<j,$ $x(i)>x(j),$ $x(k)\geq x(i)$ or $x(j)\geq x(k)$ for $\forall_{k}\in[i,j](:=\{i, i+1, \cdots j\})$





Y $\# C(x)=c^{-}(x),$ $\# H(x)=h(ae)$ $c^{-}(x)=h(x)$ 1
Remark. $x\in(S5_{n}$ $\ell(x)=\#\{(ij)\sim,\sim\in P_{l}^{2},\cdot j\sim<,i\}\sim$
Prop. $4-(|_{1})$ Lem.5
Lemma 5. $x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$
(i) P connected $g(x)=n-1$
$(\ddot{u})P_{x}=P_{1}+P_{2},$ $P_{1}$ :connected pose $t$,
$P_{1}=\{1=i_{1}^{\sim}, i_{2}^{\sim}\sim, \cdots , \overline{i_{m}}\}$ $(1=i_{1}<i_{2}<. .$. $<i_{m})$ as a set
$P_{1}=\{12\sim,\sim, \cdots\tilde{m}\}$ as a set, $x([m])=[m]$
$(i\ddot{u})P_{\Phi}=P_{1}+P_{2}+\cdots+P_{h\prime}$ $i\in[k]$ $\text{ _{}\backslash \llcorner}$ -c $P_{i}$ :connected poset, $1\leq m$; $:=\# P_{i\prime}$








( $m_{0}$ $:=0$ )
Proof. (i). $g(x)\neq n-1$
$s_{1},$ $s_{2)}\cdots s_{h-1}\in G(x),$ $s_{h}\not\in G(x)$ $k\in[\pi-1]$ (
$i\in[n-1]$ $s_{i}=(i, i+1)$ )
$7\sim$ , $r\in[k],$ $m\in[n]\backslash [k]$
$(a):r<\tilde{m}\sim$ $(b):\tilde{m}<\prime r\sim$
(a) ‘ $<$ , $m<r$ $\prime r\in[k|, m\in[n]\backslash [h]$
(b) \supset $<$ , $r<m$ $w(m)<w(r)$ $r\leq k,$ $h+1\leq m$ ,
$s_{h}\not\in G(x)$ $w(r)\leq k<k+1\leq w(m)$
$\{12\sim,\sim, \cdots \sim k\}$ $\{k\overline{+}1,\overline{k+}2, \cdots \tilde{n}\}$
P connected
$g(\sim)=n-1$
(1i). ‘ $P_{1}=\{12\sim,\sim, \cdots\tilde{m}\}$ as aset







$\{i_{1}^{\sim}, i_{2}^{\sim}, \cdots \overline{i_{h-1}}\}$ $\{i_{h}^{\sim}$ , $\overline{i_{h+1}}$ , $\cdot$ . . , $\overline{i_{m}}\}$
$P_{1}$ connected
‘ $x([m])=[m]$
$p\in[k-1]$ $x(p)\leq m$ $x(k)>m$ $k\in[m]$
$\#\{j;j\leq\sim\sim P$. $\sim k\}\geq m-k+2$ .
$p\in[k-1]$ $x(p)\leq m<x(k)$
$1,\sim 2,$ $\cdots k-1\not\in$ {$j;j\leq\sim\sim P$ $\sim k$ }.
\supset $P_{x}=P_{1}+P_{2},$ $P_{1}$ :connected $\sim k\in P_{1}$
$P_{1}\supset\{12\sim,\sim, \cdots , k-1\}-$ Ll $\{j;j\sim\sim\leq P$. $\sim k\}$ (disjoint union).
$\# P_{1}\geq m+1$ $\# P_{1}=m$
(iii) (ii) I
Proof of Prpp.$4-(ii)$ . $P_{x}=P_{1}+P_{2}+\cdots+P_{h}$ ( $i\in[k]$
$P_{:}$ :connected poset, $\# P:=m_{i}\geq 1,$ $P_{i}=\{\overline{p:,\iota}’\overline{p:,2}, , \overline{p:,m}:\}(p_{i,1}<p:,2<\cdots<p_{i,m_{1}})$
‘ $p_{1,1}<p_{2,1}<\cdots<p_{h,1}^{2}$ )
Lem.5-(iii) $i\in[k]$ $x_{i}\in \mathfrak{S}_{m_{i}}$









Theorem (Tur\’an) $n$ $[n^{2}/4]$
( $[]$ ) /
CoroIlary 6. $n$ pose$tP$ ‘ $h(P)\leq[n^{2}/4]$
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Theorem A. $\max\{c^{-}(x);x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}\}=[n^{2}/4]$
Proof. Prop. $4-(|)$ Cor.6
$\max\{c^{-}(x);x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}\}=\max\{h(P_{l});x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}\}$
$\leq\max${$h(P);P$ : poset, $\# P=n$}
$\leq[n^{2}/4]$ .
$m$ $:=[n/2]$ ‘ $z\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$
$(z(1), z(2),$ $\cdots z(n)):=(m+1, m+2, \cdots n, 1,2, \cdots m)$
$c^{-}(z)=[n^{2}/4]$ Theorem A I
Proposition 7. $n$ poset $P$ $h(P)-(n-comp,(P))\leq[n^{2}/4]-n+1$
Prop. Lem.8
Lemma 8. $n$ poset $P=P_{1}+P_{2}+\cdots+P_{h}$ ( $i\in[k]$
connected $\rho oset$ $k\geq 2$ ) ‘
$P’$ $:=P_{1}\oplus P_{2}+\cdots+P_{h}$
$P\cap Q=\emptyset$ poset $P,$ $Q$ $P\oplus Q$
poset $P\oplus Q:=P\cup Q$ as a set, $\sim\leq P\oplus Qy\Leftrightarrow(i)$ ae, $y\in P$ $x\leq Py$ or (ii)
$x,$ $y\in Q$ $x\leq Qy$ or (iii) $x\in P$ $y\in Q$ .
$h(P)-(n-comp(P))\leq h(P’)-(n-comp(P’))$
Proof. $P_{1},$ $P_{2}\neq\emptyset$ $h(P_{1}+P_{2})+1\leq h(P_{1}\oplus P_{2})$
$h(P)+1\leq h(P^{l})$
‘ $n-comp(P)=n-comp(P’)-1$ Lemma I
Proof of Prop.7. $P=P_{1}+P_{2}+\cdots+P_{h}$ ( $i\in[k]$
connected poset )
‘ Lem.8 Theorem A
$h(P)-(n-comp(P))=h(P_{1}+P_{2}+\cdots+P_{h})-(n-k)$
$\leq h(P_{1}\oplus P_{2}+\cdots+P_{h})-(n-k+1)$
$\leq h(P_{1}\oplus P_{2}\oplus P_{S}+\cdots+P_{h})-(n-k+2)$
$\leq h(P_{1}\oplus P_{2}\oplus\cdots\oplus P_{h})-(n-1)$
$\leq[n^{2}/4]-n+1$ . 1
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Theorem B. $\max\{c^{-}(x)-g(x);x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}\}=[n^{2}/4]-n+1$ .
Proof. Prop.4 Prop.7
$\max\{c^{-}(x)-g(x);x\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}\}=\max\{h(P_{\varpi})-(n-comp(P_{x}));x\in(S5_{n}\}$





Definition 9. $(W, S)$ Coxeter
$x,$ $w\in W$ $P_{x,w}\in Z[q]$
$P_{\varpi,w}=0$ if$B $w$ ,
$P_{x,w}=1I\{x=w$ .
e(sw)<\ell (w)\acute \lrcorner - $s\in S$
$\{_{c:=1}c.\cdot=0$ $i.flf$ $x<s\sim sx<^{B_{B}}\sim$
$P_{x,w}$ $\ell(i)$ $\ell(w)-f(x)$
$P_{\Phi,w}=q^{1-c}P_{\ell_{\gamma}x,\iota w}+q^{c}P_{\text{ },\iota w}- \backslash _{\Leftrightarrow}^{\backslash }-\sum_{zz\prec\iota w,\prime z<B}\mu(z, sw)q^{(1(w)-l(z))/2}P_{x,z}$
.
$z\prec sw$ $Z<Bsw$ $degP_{z,\iota w}=(f(sw)-f(z)-1)/2$
$P_{z,w}$ $q^{(1(w)-1(z)-1)/2}$ $\mu(z)sw)$
$P_{x,w}$ Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial
Theorem C. $x,$ $w\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ Y $P_{x,w}= \sum_{i\geq 0}p:(x, w)q^{i}$
$\max\{p_{1}(x, w);x, w^{r-}\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}\}=[n^{2}/4]-n+1$
Proof. /
$w\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ $p_{1}(e, w)=c^{-}(w)-g(w)$ ([D])
$\sim\leq By\leq B^{Z}$ $x,$ $y,$ $z\in \mathfrak{S}_{\mathfrak{n}}$ $P_{xz)}-P_{y,z}$ ([1])
Theorem $B$
$\max\{p_{1}(\sim, w);\sim, w\in(S5_{n}\}\leq\max\{p_{1}(e, w);w\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}\}$
$= \max\{c^{-}\backslash (w)-g(w);w\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}\}$
$=[n^{2}/4]-n+1$
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. Theorem A proof $z$ $p_{1}(e, z)=[n^{2}/4]-n+1$
Theorem $C$ I
‘ Theorem A heorem $C$ Prof. Matthew
Dyer
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